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August,2J,84 

Dear Raya: 

Also as Y9U will notice, my work begins with ~I have been doing · 

readings in the past year on specifically the impact of 1905 on the East. 

M~t recent~ with the discussion yo ave opened up in the Perspective on 

_th,~-~~cond Congress ()f CI, and 1925-27 how the Co11l111unist lea1ership ,c!.i,ci_"~"·-·""~'C"c'"~ii¥; 
' understllllti .the significance of 1905, thus was .unable to 

the grounrl philosophical~ for 1925-27, alltl how we were able 

from 1905 in 1979 has really preoccupie-1 me. Especially this being the 80th ; 

anniversary of 1905, ani the 60th of that 1925-27 Revolution. We are devoting , , 
' ' . '. 

much attention this year to 1905 in E'&:A, an~ I woulr! like to know what you' · 

~o think about an essay on 1905 that woulrt expand your formulations in 

the. Perspective, - also as it relates to 1907 Congress. 

In a recent letter I wrote to PUar, I did a very rough interpretatiorui>:, .. 
'•· .. : .. .. 

·or what I thought you were trying to discuss in the Perspective, which I. am 

.·. ·. enclosing. 

Thank you for your attention, especially for the meeting .~~~~;.,/;;;•;,\ 

wh~h I hope couad beco1111a the basis for a new WL C0111Z111ttee 

· Action committee"in Chicago 
.................. -·------ Yo'U. 

tfed.~ 
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PROSPECTUS 

Title: 
The Writings of Ahmad sultan-Zadeh 

Abstract: 

This thesis will analyze the available writings of 

Ahmad su~tan-Zadeh (originally known as Avtis M~n) during 

the years 1920-30. 

~~sultan Zadeh, an Iranian/Armenian, Who may be 

consid~red as the first Iranian Marxist theoreticia~was activ~ 

.. in the revolutionary movements both in Russia and Iran, from 

the period preceeding the Russian Revolution af 1917 until the 

mid 1930s. In the late 1930s, while in exile in the soviet 

Union, he was first arrested and later killed along with a ,. 

number of other Iranian intellectuals during the stalin Purges 

of 1937-38. 
..---···---

Sultan Zadeh was a leader of the Adal't Party in 

Turkestan, and in June 1920 became a founding member of the 

_. ------· Iranian communist Party (ICP). Ic\. As a representative of the 

he participated in the Second congress of the communist 

International and t~Baku congfu·s during the 

In the late 1920s he i:iecame-··~:ne~eci"i'torortwo--c-

.,, . 



Jour rials, 
~'-- r' 

setare sorkh•.a~• which were published for a 

few years in Germany. 
The writings of sultan Zadeh, which are thus far 

available to us, include more than_20 essays and pamphlets, as 

well as a book entitle~~:~~~ry ~~:] _These works range --

.. 

from social class analysis of Iranian society, including its 

historical economic development, the impact of Islam, the 

question of land in this predominantly agricultural societ~, to 

studies on international politics, including oil in the Middle 

East and militarism in Europe. 

Present state of Research and 
Justification of suggested Research 

uritil.the .last decade there had been little written 

sultan Zadeh, and many of his writings 
as 

of the 

tended to focus 
ications 

on the activities 
a contempo_rary of , 

sui tan · zade.h(]~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~z~~a-~d~~e.~ll~'-~s~--~h~~t;~ 
formulations. several biographies of the life and ideas of 

.'H dar Khan, therefore, exist in Persian as, for example, 

~ ~::'::::.:::'::::• :.:::• ::::::.::·~ '::. ••::;:·:h•o 
~~as,thus viewed as the original theoretician of the first 

. ·Iranian communist party· in 1920. 

,, 
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Works writt\ln in English on the same period of Iranian 
•• 

history, have tend.ed }.O•·f~llow the attitudes of writers in Iran 

on sultan Zadeh. The most prominent of these works have 

included The comm~nist Movement in Iran by 1>_ep~~:_ ___ zabi,h,,c9 

and most ~-~-~-=~-u_i:(Betwee~- Two-Rello_l~_ti;;~~)>Y~-Erv<!J).li---:.., 
-A~------ r-~amian, 198~- -------

Writers on the history of the communist International 

. (Comintern) however 1 such asrr~Lenczo~ Russia and the 

\..-.-..-1est in Iran, Ivar Spector, ~e Soviet Union and the Muslim 

~ World 1917-58, gain and North, soviet Russia and the East,.have 

paid particular attention to the role of Sultan Zadeh during 

the Second e:S"i'iiW congresses of the comintern. 

Nearly a decade ago,~~an Iranian 

~'';"-:''oi'c-'--'···..:'; ,~,;:,'~is tor ian, in France published his istorical Documents of the 
·:.·_,_;_,·:· ·.. :' ;: ' 

·workers, Soci'al Democratic and communist Movement of Iran. 

The~e-·doC::umerits, wJ:lich ·have now grown to<:j!)volume;, include 

··.much· new information on Sultan· Zadeh, and present, for the 

first time, a collection of sultan Zadeh's writings·in Persian. 

These works demonstrate that sultan Zadeh, in addition 

' to being·an activist, was an original theoretician 

a.~alyzing inany of the issues of his time ,th;{ ()}U 

..... , -~, ' ~ '--~-·--·_---~_-__ :_--~--- ~ ~ n.. ll.ef·t~1 
·--~ ~~ f(p ~rUA 
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Demonstration 

Even a preliminary study of the works of sultan Zadeh 

reveals that one is de'aling with a major thinker/political 

activist of modern Iranian history. Of particul~r relevance, 

both for the Iranian Society of that period and for the 

problematic of revolutionary movements in non-industrially 

developed lands, are the studies sultan Zadeh made in the four 

following areas: 

social revolution in the East as dis~nguish"d 
fro~ the west including the issue of peasant) 
SOV1ets; 

the 
the 

<· , The purposeful neglect of sultan Zadeh, becomes more ,, 
.... 

, ',ir'ii~l!alirig when we compare the studies done on sultan Zadeh with,/:,,~".':' 

those carried out on one of his contemporaries in Latin 
""~ _ _.., 

carlos Mariateque Mariateque was a founder of 

the Peruvian communist Party in the early 1920s and he held, 

,very similar views to those held by Sultan Zadeh, particularly 

on the issue of social revolution in the underdeveloped lands 

,",.:, and the issue of peasant soviets. However, while numerous , 

-4-



.. 
dissertations and biogta~hies exist on Mariateque, the research 

on sultan zade~, particularly in Englis.h, has been very nominal. 

Finally, the writings of Sultan Zadeh, can be seen in 

the context of the writings of Marx on the question of revolu-

tions in underdeveloped lands, Of particular importance are 

Marx's writings in the last decade of his life, which have 

become available since the 1970s and are today the subject of 

much academic discussion. 



.. 
;"" ~ 

outline of Major Chapters 

The following is a tentative outline for the major 

chapters of the dissertation: 

I. The Iranian Adalat Party in Moslem Russia, its 
activities during the Russian Revolution of 1917 
and the role of sultan zaaeh in the Turkestan 
branch of the Adalat Party. A look at the two way 
road of ideas between Iran and Moslem Russia in 
the early 20th century. 

II. Formation of the Iranian communist·Party in Anzali 
-- the confrontation between sultan Zadeh and 
Heydar Khan supporters and the ICP program. 

III. The Gilan Republic in Northern Iran, ideological 
disagreements between the leadership of the Gilan 
Republic and ICP. 

IV. The second congress of the communist International, 
the relationship· of soviet Union to :national'ist . 
and ·communist movements in the East and views· held· 
by sultan Zadeh, Roy and .Lenin on the question. A 
look at the Baku conference and the subsequent 
fall of Sultan Zadeh from leadership of ICP. 

V. Interregnum -- writings of sultan Zadeh during the 
post Reza ·Shah coup.-. sultan· Zadeh's ·search .for 
new revolutionary forces, the issue of women in 
the Iranian society and the question of·national 
minorities. 

The second congress of the ICP in 1927, and 
Sixth congress of the comintern in 1928 -
challenges to Hi~and B~kharin. -~/ 

the 

VII. Sultan Zadeh as revolutionary.journalist 
writings in Peykar:and Setare Sorkh. 

VIII. The relationship between Sultan Zadeh's writings 
on social revolution in the East and Marx's 
writings on the same question, particularly the 
writings of the !ast decade of Marx. 
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